Sun Bear

Zapruders poems dont merely attempt
beauty; they attain it.The Boston
ReviewMatthew Zapruder has a razor eye
for the remnants and revenants of modern
culture.The New York TimesWith
dynamic, logically complex sentences,
Zapruder posits a world that is both
extraordinary
and
refreshingly
ordinary.BOMBMatthew Zapruders poems
begin in the faint inkling, in the bloom of
thought,
and
then
unfold
into
wide-reaching meditations on what it
means to live in the contemporary moment,
among plastic, statistics, and diet soda.
Written in a direct, conversational style, the
poems in Sun Bear display full-force why
Zapruder is one of the most popular poets
in America.From I Drink Bronze
Light:Great American summer lakesright
now I am flying above youthrough a rare
cloudless transparent skyback to the city
where it is alwayscold even in summerthe
round hole I press my face againstshows
only a blue expansewith white sails
belowspeckled exactly the waythe Aegean
would have beenthree thousand years agoif
one could have seen it from abovemaybe
riding in the dark clawof a god who didnt
care... .Matthew Zapruder is a poet,
translator, and editor at Wave Books. He is
the author of three collections of poetry,
and his book The Pajamaist won the
William Carlos Williams Award. His
poems, essays, and translations have
appeared in many publications, including
BOMB, Harvard Review, Paris Review,
the New Yorker, McSweeneys, and the
Believer. He lives in San Francisco,
California.

The sun bear (Helarctos malayanus) is a bear species occurring in tropical forest habitats of Southeast Asia.Numbers of
Sun Bears in the wild are decreasing. The main threats are habitat destruction (around 75% of their natural habitat is
already destroyed), bile - 7 min - Uploaded by Animal facts by DatacubeMalayan Sun Bears or the honey bears, due to
their exceptional love towards honey and Sun Bears are declining across their range. Although lacking direct empirical
estimates of population trends, country experts from the IUCN SSC Bear SpecialistLearn more about sun bears and the
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threats to their populations through illegal poaching, deforestation and more. Click here to find more info. The Malayan
Sun bear (Helarctos malayanus) is listed as Vulnerable to Extinction by the IUCN, and is threatened by habitat loss and
huntingAppearance. The sun bear has a short, sleek, black coat. The muzzle is short, and gray to faint orange in color.
The crescent-shaped chest patch is yellowish orSun bears are located in southeast Asia in countries including Cambodia,
Laos, Vietnam, Myanmar, Thailand, Peninsular Malaysia and the islands of Borneo,Noun[edit]. sun bear (plural sun
bears). A species of relatively small bears, Helarctos malayanus, found in Southeast Asia.The sun bear is the smallest
bear species in the world. It is named for the distinctive golden-yellow crescent patch on its chest.The Malayan Sun Bear
is the smallest among bears. They have become an endangered species because of forests being converted into farmlands
and endlessThe smallest of the worlds eight living bear species, the Malayan sun bear has short, sleek fur which is
usually black but can range from reddish-brown to grey. The Sun Bear is a small species of bear that is found inhabiting
the dense, tropical forests of south-east Asia. The Sun Bear is the smallestSun bears are the smallest bears in the family
Ursidae. They stand 70 cm at the shoulder and are 1.2 to 1.5 m from head to tail. The tail itself is 3 to 7 cm. - 2 min Uploaded by Smithsonian ChannelSun bears are extremely hard to find in the wild. But with the right amount of luck and an Taronga Zoo is home to 2 beautiful Sun Bears, Mary and Mr Hobbs. In 1995 Mr. Hobbs was born in a
Cambodian forest and was taken from the wild and from hisVincent LaDuke, more commonly known by the name, Sun
Bear (1929-1992) was a New Age author of Ojibwe descent. He was born on August 31, 1929 on the - 2 min - Uploaded
by National GeographicSee how the small sun bear, native to southeast Asia, is struggling to survive amid
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